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In play, but eyes still on the ball
Analysts: Matthew Keane | James Wilson

Quick Read
MOD Resources (MOD) recently received an unsolicited, non-binding indicative offer from
Sandfire Resources (SFR, BUY, $7.80/sh TP) of ~$0.38/sh. While this is yet to materialise
in a formal offer, we believe the Company is in-play and one of the few acquirable quality
copper development plays globally. Despite this corporate interest, the Company is
maintaining its course on the Botswana Copper Project and is due to release a Bankable
Feasibility Study (BFS) on its 100% owned T3 deposit in the coming weeks. Argonaut is
expecting throughput to remain at the revised 3Mtpa rate and pre-production capital
intensity to be roughly in-line with the PFS Base Case equating to ~US$230m. The
Company is also working on financing options which may include a mix of debt and equity
capital with a potential project or TopCo minority investment. BUY maintained.
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BFS expectations: MOD’s BFS is expected for release in the coming weeks. Argonaut is
expecting throughput to remain at the revised 3Mtpa rate and capital intensity roughly
in-line with the PFS Base Case equating to US$230-250m. We model steady state
production of 27.6ktpa copper and ~900kozpa silver over a 12.5-year mine life. Our
estimated all-in sustaining costs (AISC) of US$1.40/lb generate ~US$94mpa free cashflow.
Key risks to our asset valuation are likely to come from incremental increases in both
capital intensity and/or operating costs, versus the PFS estimates. Give the level of infill
drilling at T3 we have a high level of confidence in the mine grade of ~1% copper. A Ore
Reserve update will precede/accompany the BFS.
Financing options: MOD has been working on financing options in conjunction with the
BFS. We believe the economics of the project should support a significant portion of debt.
In order to minimise equity dilution the Company may seek either a TopCo or T3 project
level minority investment. While we believe SFR would be more interested in majority
ownership of the Botswana Project, the project will be attracting interest from a range of
parties, including; midcap base metal miners, offtakers, private equity groups, Chinese
mining groups and/or Japanese trading houses. Argonaut has noted an increased
presence of Japanese groups at recent mining conferences. Their acquisition appetite was
evidenced by the recent A$90m investment by Toho Zinc in Galena Mining’s (G1A, BUY,
$0.65 val.) Abra Lead Project. Argonaut currently models 60:40 debt to equity financing.
Drilling and exploration: MOD is currently infill drilling at T3 which should put the first
few years of mining inventory in the Measured category, improving the confidence level
for potential lenders. The A4 Dome will be the focus in Q2 2019 then MOD plans to follow
up with drilling on geochem and geophysical targets in the highly prospective T20 Dome.

Recommendation
Please refer to important disclosures
at end of the report (from page 4)

Argonaut maintains a BUY recommendation with a revised target price of $0.60
(previously $0.83), accounting for dilution from the recent $15m equity raising.
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Valuation | View
Argonaut expects the 3Mtpa case
for the upcoming BFS…

…producing ~28ktpa copper in
concentrate

We see significant value in MOD’s
belt scale tenement package…

Argonaut applies the expanded 3Mtpa throughput case to our model. We assume a ~12.5year operation producing 27.6ktpa copper and ~900kozpa silver. We apply US$230m total
development capex to reach a with AISC of US$1.40/lb. Our NPV10 of $342m incorporates
only open pit mining from T3. We highlight the tangible mine life extension options
available from an underground extension at T3, an underground operation at T1
(Resource: 2.7Mt @ 2.0% Cu and 50g/t Ag) and further discoveries within MOD’s vast land
holding in the prospective Kalahari Copper Belt. Conceptually, underground mines at T1
and T3 could each contribute ~1Mtpa at 1.5%-2.0% Cu for ~15kt additional copper
production.
We assign $80m to the T1 Resource and the exploration potential of MOD’s >11,700km 2
land holding (70-100% ownership). We justify our considerable value to exploration on
the basis that: Cupric Canyon (private unlisted) has defined ~5.7Mt contained copper on
its abutting 4,000km2 land holding to the northeast, while MOD has defined just 590kt
contained copper on its 12,600km2 tenement holding. We highlight that Cupric’s
mineralisation commonly has a surface expression making discovery easier, while
mineralisation on MOD’s ground is under cover. Noting that MOD has a high propensity
for sulphide discoveries rather than copper oxide.
Our sum of parts (NAV11) valuation is $0.65/sh (previously $0.83), incorporating equity
dilution from the recent $15m equity raising, comprising $10m Institutional Placement at
$0.30/sh and a $5m Rights Issue at $0.24/sh. We model 60:40 debt to equity to fund T3
development capex.
Table 1. Argonaut’s sum of parts valuation for MOD (Base Case)
NAV Valuation
Sum of Parts
T3 Copper Deposit (100%)

…and derive a NAV of $0.60

Exploration Assets
Corporate NPV
Cash
Debt
Sub Total

AUD M
342.1
80.0
(49.7)
18.0
390

AUD / Share
0.53
0.12
(0.08)
0.03
0.60

Source: Argonaut

Exploration upside
MOD is hunting two main copper mineralisation styles:
1) Vein hosted: High-grade vein mineralisation at top of domes (antiforms in the
sedimentary rocks) as seen in at T3 and T4, and
2) Contact hosted: Where fluids have deposited metal in the regional Ngwako Pan
formation (NPF) as seem below the below the A4 and A1 domes. This is also the
primary mineralisation style on Cupric Canyons ground
Given the Kalahari Copper Belts location with the Ghanzi-Chobe Fold Belt, an orogenic
collision/mobile zone, we also see potential for larger scale intrusive related base metal.
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Figure 1. Mineralisation styles at the Botswana Copper Project
MOD is chasing two main
mineralisation styles…

…vein hosted and contact (strata
bound) mineralisation

Source: MOD

We believe the big prize could lie
under T20…

T20 could be the big prize
Given the scale of the T20 done and the potential for extensive near surface NPF strata
(as highlighted by regional EM surveys), this area has the capacity to host large scale
deposits. MOD attained the requisite Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for T20
Dome Complex in September last year and has since been undertaking surface
geochemistry and higher resolution EM to define targets. Drilling is expected to
commence in H2 2019. Exploration, in particular T20, should maintain strong newsflow
during the financing and construction phase of T3.
Figure 2. Map of deposits and prospects within MOD’s Botswana Copper Project

…with the scale of this dome and
near surface host strata making
the region highly prospective

Source: MOD
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Institutional Investor.
In reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the Exchange Act and interpretations thereof
by the SEC in order to conduct certain business with Major Institutional Investors, Argonaut Securities Pty Limited has
entered into an agreement with a U.S. registered broker-dealer, Marco Polo Securities Inc. ("Marco Polo"). Transactions
in securities discussed in this research report should be effected through Marco Polo or another U.S. registered broker
dealer.
Hong Kong Distribution Disclosure
This material is being distributed in Hong Kong by Argonaut Securities (Asia) Limited which is licensed (AXO 052) and
regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission. Further information on any of the securities mentioned
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Australian Financial Services License No. 274099 and is a Market Participant of the Australian Stock Exchange Limited.
ASAL has a licence (AXO 052) to Deal and Advise in Securities and Advise on Corporate Finance in Hong Kong with its
activities regulated by the Securities and Futures Ordinance (“SFO”) administered by the Securities and Futures
Commission (“SFC”) of Hong Kong.
Nothing in this report should be construed as personal financial product advice for the purposes of Section 766B of the
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). This report does not consider any of your objectives, financial situation or needs. The
report may contain general financial product advice and you should therefore consider the appropriateness of the
advice having regard to your situation. We recommend you obtain financial, legal and taxation advice before making
any financial investment decision.
This research is based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable and ASPL and ASAL have made every
effort to ensure the information in this report is accurate, but we do not make any representation or warranty that it is
accurate, reliable, complete or up to date. The Argonaut Group accepts no obligation to correct or update the
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